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China Newest UV Nail Polish Light with 18 LEDs for drying 

gels Price 

UV Nail Polish Light machine with sensor infrared. It works automatic when you turn on 
power and put hands into polish gel lamp,You can also choose a mode you want for 
drying nail gels because different gels curing time might not same so we have 3 timer 
selection matches all kinds of salon. UV Nail Polish Light has 18 Led beads setting in 
machine surrounding your hands in all direction and rapid drys it in few seconds. As a 
required tool for manicure art, It always be hot in any time. We keep on with the basic 
principle of "quality to start with, support very first, continuous improvement and 
innovation to meet the customers" for your management and "zero defect, zero 
complaints" as the quality objective. To great our service, we offer the items with all the 
superior top quality at the reasonable selling price for Chinese Professional China High 
Quality UV Nail Polish Light, We usually concertrating on acquiring new creative products 
to fulfill request from our clientele all around the world. Be a part of us and let's make 
driving safer and funnier jointly! Chinese Professional China Portable Nail Dryer 
Manicure and Pedicure Curing Lamp price, Our company sticks to the principle of "high 
quality, reasonable price and timely delivery". We sincerely hope to establish good 
cooperative relationships with our new and old business partners from all parts of the 
world. We hope to work with you and serve you with our excellent products and services. 
Welcome to join us! 

 

UV Nail Polish Light 

UV Nail Polish Light machine with sensor infrared. It 

works automatic when you turn on power and put 

hands into polish gel lamp,You can also choose a 

mode you want for drying nail gels because different 

gels curing time might not same so we have 3 timer 

selection matches all kinds of salon. UV Nail Polish 

Light has 18 Led beads setting in machine 

surrounding your hands in all direction and rapid 

drys it in few seconds. As a required tool for 

manicure art, It always be hot in any time. 
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UV Nail Polish Light is one of nail tools nail dryer for regular polish,LED UV lamp set 
including: 

1.Time Display 

2.Ventilation Holeventilation 

3.USB Power Jack 

4.Tinning Switch 

5.Intelligent Sensor 

6.Airflow Hole 

1. Direction For USE of UV Nail Polish Light with 18 LEDs 

for drying gels 

Features: 
1. This product is specially designed for nail art and with 36W high power, it can be used 
to dry the UV and LED gel fast and effectively. 

2. The chip leds is durable to use and difficult to be damaged. 
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3. Without the infrared whose radiation is strong, this product emits white light, which 
ensures the color of nail gel and its light has no harm to nails, eyes and your skin, 
protecting your hands from being black. 

4. 30s, 60s, 90s time setting is automatically adjusted for easy operation and the 99s 
timing is painless. 

5. With digital display, it is easy and convenient to use. 

6. New technology of double light source that are 365nm and 405nm, makes this dryer 
suitable for drying nail UV-glue and LED nail gel and some others. No need to worry 
about distinguishing your nail gel. 

7. Automatic sensor will automatically start when hands get into the machine. 

 

2. Product Parameter (Specification) of UV Nail Polish 

Light with 18 LEDs for drying gels 

48W Nail lamp 

wavelength 
365+405nm Manufacturer Atoc Nail 

Sale type 
Nail dryer lamp 

factory 

OEM and 

ODM 

Packing,Logo,painting 

etc 
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3. User manual of UV Nail Polish Light with 18 LEDs for 

drying gels 

*Connect the power to keep the machine in standby mode. 

*Press the corresponding timer button to set the curing time from 30s/ 60s/ 90s (Painless 
Mode) according to different gel types 

*With the timer function the nail lamp will automatically start and end according to the set 
time. The set time will be kept for your onwards use unless you adjust or set a different 
time. 
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*With an integrated intelligent sensor the nail lamp will automatically starts to work once 
you put in your hands.Default working time is 60s. 

*The nail lamp can be connected to computers, mobile power pack and power adapter 
(5V/2A). 

 

Product name 36w UV10 serials nail lamp wholesale 

Leds 18 bulbs 

Wired or wireless Connect with power cord 

Life time Around 50000h 

Atocnail part number ATC-UV10 

Color White 
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Output AC100-240V 50/60HZ 5V/2A 

Product size 225.5x156.5x79.5mm 

4. Product Details of UV Nail Polish Light with 18 LEDs for 

drying gels 

FITS THE WHOLE HAND OR FOOT It is big enough for a whole hand or foot so you can 
do manicre or pedicure at the same time. Can dry almost all nail gels: Can be used for 
curing various nail gels such as UV nail builder and base gel 
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5. Product Qualification of UV Nail Polish Light with 18 

LEDs for drying gels 

We assume 12 months refund or return for this product if it defects.damage can’t be 
human made we will require photos or videos to check with our QC to see what’s the 
problems and feedback in 1-2 days then have replacement/refund. 

 

6. Deliver,Shipping And Serving of UV Nail Polish Light 

with 18 LEDs for drying gels 

Delivery: international delivery 

Deliver time: 3-20 days 

Price item: FOB 
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7. FAQ 

Can i make a new packing for the nail lamp? 
Yes you can send us PDF or AI PSD etc we will customize box for you also available to 
use logo on them 

How if package stopped by customs? 
This is our own products and all pass safety test and with certifications,We never meet a 
big issue in customs.Due to different countries some area is hard to make clearance,If 
you have ability and legal company paper will be easy to import. 
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